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To our valued distributors and my fellow artists, thank
you for your support over the last 6 years, and for the
opportunity to work with you and sharing my passion
for design and clay.
As a product designer, clay artist, teacher, and the
founder of Xiem Clay Center and Xiem Gallery in
Pasadena, I understand the demand for good quality
tools to address every stage of the clay making and
mixed media process. I believe quality tools will not only
help artists to optimize their performances, experience
more satisfaction and joy, but also inspire them to
produce better work. At Xiem we are committed to
innovate, develop and deliver the superior quality tools
for artists that are competitively priced. Since its
inception, Xiem Tools are the premiere choice for clay
and mixed media artists of all levels.
Our success story and growth could not have happened
without your support. We hope our products make a
similar contribution to your continuing success and your
love of ceramics. Our goal is to provide artists around
the world the right tools to make it easier for them to
discover their true talents and to fulfill their dreams.
Thanks to you we have experienced remarkable growth.
As a part of that growth we have changed the name
from Xiem Studio Tools to Xiem Tools USA to broaden
our market. Some of our inventory with the Xiem Studio
Tools logo are continuing to be offered until they are
sold out. All new productions will have the Xiem Tools
USA logo. We strive to deliver excellent, innovation, and
commitment in quality and customer service. Again, we
appreciate your business, and continuing support.
Please be sure to check out our website at
xiemtoolsusa.com for new products, or call us to make
an appointment to visit our new showroom in Garden
Grove, California.
With love,

Kevin Xiem Nguyen
Founder

Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen

xiemtoolsusa.com

Earth, Water, and Fire
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Art Roller is a trademark of Xiem Tools USA LLC.

BE BOLD. EXPRESS YOUR CREATIVE SIDE!
Discover the unlimited possibilities of pattern and
texture with Xiem Art Rollers! Each 7” (length) x 2”
(diameter) roller is made of high-quality rubber. Different
roller patterns are easily interchanged using the stainless
steel/hardwood roller handle. The design intention
behind our rollers is to allow artists to customize their
Art Roller reusable
packaging tube

embellishment. Use a single roller pattern or combine
with other textures and overlays to create an infinite
variety of surface treatments. Xiem Art Rollers are made
in more than 30 seamless designs and are the fun way to
explore and to create your unique ceramic artwork.

*

Roller size 7.5” L x 2” D

ART ROLLER FEATURES:
Seamless pattern design

Robust stainless steel insert

Interchangeable
wooden handle

High quality
rubber
04

Sturdy construction
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AR03-10003 TADPOLE

AR04-10004 MODERN
WEAVE

AR07-10007 CROSS HATCH

AR08-10008 WOODGRAIN

AR10-10010 OLD LACE

AR11-10011 REPTILE

AR12-10012 UNRAVEL

AR14-10014 SPRING
WILLOW

AR15-10015 TWIGGY

AR16-10016 CRACKLE

AR01-10001 BAROQUE

AR02-10002 BAMBOO

AR05-10005 DOODLES

AR06-10006 STUCCO 1

AR09-10009 NAMI WAVES

AR13-10013 WOODLAND
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AR17- 10017 MAZE

AR18-10018 ACANTHUS

AR019-10019 SPRING TIME

AR20-10020 PLUM BLOSSOM

AR21-10021 FLOWER SPRIG

AR22-10022 REGAL

AR23-10023 VERTICLE LINES

AR24-10024 HORIZONTAL
LINES

AR25-10025 KEY FRET

AR26-10026 CARNATION

AR27-10027 MORNING
GLORY

AR28-10028 STUCCO 2

AR29-10029 MOON FLOWER

AR30-10030 CHRYSANTHEMUM AR31-10031 DAISY

ARH01-10118 ART ROLLER
HANDLE

xiemtoolsusa.com

MINI
Art Roller is a trademark of Xiem Tools USA LLC.

KEEPS ROLLING ALONG WITH YOU!
Now joining our family of Art Rollers is the next
generation Art Roller Mini. Twelve versatile patterns give
you a new edge. Each design is made of silicone rubber
with an ergonomically designed plastic handle with an
angled stainless steel insert. They can be rolled in any
direction, including curves, with ease. Making a quick
and easy seamless line of texture has never been easier.
Just slide the roller on the handle and roll.
Available in 4 sets (A, B, C & D). Each set has 3 rollers and

*

Blister Packaging
11.5” H x 5.75” W

a handle.

Seamless Silicone pattern

Roller size
1”L x 2”D

Angled Stainless steel rod allows
the wheel to roll curved or straight

Ergonomically designed
thermoplastic polymer
handle

Quick and easy
interchangeable
roller

9 07
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ARMSA- 10125 Art Roller Mini

ARMSB- 10126 Art Roller Mini

ARMSC- 10127 Art Roller Mini

ARMSD- 10128 Art Roller Mini

08
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DETAILING
Art Roller is a trademark of Xiem Tools USA LLC.

CREATE. ROLL. DONE!
Introducing our extended Art Roller Detailing family.
Eleven exciting and practical patterns give you the wow

ARD01-10258

ARD02-10259

ARD03-10260

ARD05-10262

ARD06-10263

ARD08-10265

ARD09-10266

factor you have been searching for. They are great for
adding texture to a variety of clays such as precious
metal clay, polymer, sculpey, earthenware and stoneware.
Now you can effortlessly add a seamless line of texture
and discover unlimited possiblities.
Ergonomically designed plastic handle
ARD04-10261

ARD07-10264

* .5L” x 1” D

Roller size

ACTUAL SIZE

Nickel Plated for
Rust Resistance

ARD10-10267

ARD11-10268
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Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen
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TRIMMING TOOLS
Available individually or in a set of three tools with a different
trimming blade at each end. Each handcrafted tool is made
from a solid piece of high-grade tempered stainless steel for
your delicate porcelain trimming needs. The blades are very
sharp and can be re-sharpened. Bright yellow rubber handles
ensure a secure grip, are fun to use and easy to find.

PSTS3T -10129 Trimming Tool Double Ended
Set (3)

XST17-10130 Trimming Tool Double Ended
XST18-10131 Trimming Tool Double Ended
XST19-10132 Trimming Tool Double Ended

11
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TRIMMING TOOLS
Xiem trimming tools are made of heat-treated steel with
ergonomic handles. The blades are very sharp and thin
which let you effortlessly trim and cut through clay with no
need to be re-sharpened. A thin blade is also better because
it creates the least amount of drag on the clay surface and
provides a cleaner cut. They are great for carving. The bright
neon color handles allow you to quickly identify them and
are fun to use. Available in 3 classic shapes and 2 standard
sizes.

Heat treated steel
increases blade life.

Thin, sharp blade
which requires no re-sharpening.
A thin blade is a better because it
creates the least amount of drag.
Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen

LTT02-10302 Medium Triangle

LTT03-10303 Small Round

Ergonomic handle
for suppior comfort

12

LTT01-10301 Small Triangle

LTT04-10304 Medium Round

LTT05-10305 Medium Teardrop

xiemtoolsusa.com

XIEM CLAY RIBS

Smooth edge
less dragging

Meet Xiem Clay Ribs!
Made in two types of material--Silicone and Thermoplastic
Polymer with 8 designed shapes to choose from. They are
engineered to be born flawless, gorgeous, flexible, smooth,
soft and firm.

Sure grip solution
1/4” in thickness for
better control and
shaping
Silicone ribs are more
versatile and flexible
than traditional
wooden ribs

These Silicone ribs are stand up for you for life--heat, solvent,
stain and crack resistant. Perfect for throwing, shaping,
smoothing and finishing.
The Thermoplastic Polymer (Polypropylene) ribs on the other
hand, are like your best friends--you can count on them for
all your throwing needs regardless what type of clays you
use. They provide great strength, rigidity, and resistant to
fatigue. They float on water.

Product number &
barcode on the back of
the tag

Suggested
use
Material information

SCR1-O 10193 Silicone Rib Orange
3”L x 1.4” W

SCR2-O 10194 Silicone Rib Orange
2.9”L x 1.6” W

SCR4-O 10196 Silicone Rib Orange
2.9”L x 1.6” W

SCR5-O 10197 Silicone Rib Orange
4.25”L x 2.2” W

SCR7-O 10199 Silicone Rib Orange 5.9”L x 2” W

SCR3-O 10195 Silicone Rib Orange
3.7”L x 1.65” W

SCR6-O 10198 Silicone Rib Orange
4.6”L x 2.5” W

SCR8-O 10200 Silicone Rib Orange 5.7”L x 2” W
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SCR1-B 10201 Silicone Rib Blue
3”L x 1.4” W

SCR4-B 10204 Silicone Rib Blue
2.9”L x 1.6” W

SCR2-B 10202 Silicone Rib Blue
2.9”L x 1.6” W

SCR3-B 10203 Silicone Rib Blue
3.7”L x 1.65” W

SCR5-B 10205 Silicone Rib Blue
4.25”L x 2.2” W

SCR6-B 10206 Silicone Rib Blue
4.6”L x 2.5” W

SCR7-B 10207 Silicone Rib Blue 5.9”L x 2” W

5.7”L x 2” W

PCR1-10209 Thermoplastic Rib
3”L x 1.4” W

PCR2-10210 Thermoplastic Rib
2.9”L x 1.6” W

PCR3-10211 Thermoplastic Rib
3.7”L x 1.65” W

PCR4-10212 Thermoplastic Rib
2.9”L x 1.6” W

PCR5-10213 Thermoplastic Rib
4.25”L x 2.2” W

PCR6-10214 Thermoplastic Rib
4.6”L x 2.5” W

PCR7-10215 Thermoplastic Rib 5.9”L x 2” W
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SCR8-B 10208 Silicone Rib Blue

PCR8-10216 Thermoplastic Rib 5.7”L x 2” W

xiemtoolsusa.com

XIEM CLAY RIBS
Tailored to your needs!
They are flawless, flexible and the finest cutlery stainless steel
ribs available. They are tailored for all your shaping, trimming,

Flexible

cutting, smoothing and finishing needs on a variety of
materials such as leather, hard water-base and oil-base clay,
Sculpey Polymer clay, wax, and plaster. Available in a variety

Cutlery Stainless Steel

of sizes, shapes, and serrated.

SSR1A-10269 Stainless Steel
Clay Rib. 2.4”L x 1.2” W

SSR1B-10270 Stainless Steel
Clay Rib. 2.8”L x 1.4” W

SSR1C-10271 Stainless Steel
Clay Rib. 4”L x 1.8” W

SSR2A-10272 Stainless Steel
Clay Rib. 2.4”L x 1.2” W

SSR2B-10273 Stainless Steel
Clay Rib. 3”L x 1.4” W

SSR2C-10274 Stainless Steel
Clay Rib. 4”L x 1.8” W

SSR3A-10275 Stainless Steel
Clay Rib. 2.94”L x 1.2” W

SSR3B-10276 Stainless Steel
Clay Rib. 3”L x 1.4” W

SSR3C-10277 Stainless Steel
Clay Rib. 4”L x 1.8” W

SSR4A-10278 Stainless Steel Clay Rib Serrated
5.2”L x 1.7” W

SSR4B-10279 Stainless Steel Clay Rib
5.2”L x 1.7” W

15

Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen
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FLEX FIRM SETS
Xiem ultimate decorating ribs are perfect for
adding 3-dimensional detail to ceramics,
glass, cakes and canvas. They are available
individually and in sets for both flex soft and
flex firm. Each set has four different patterns
with 3 different sizes on each rib.
Flex soft is fantastic for thick clay slip, engobe,
under-glazes, paint and gel mediums. Flex
firm is good for clay both on the wheel and
leather hard malleable surface. So pick your
favorites and decorate your way.

SMALL
PATTERN

MEDIUM
PATTERN

LARGE PATTERN

FLEX FIRM SINGLES

UDRA-10124 Flex Firm
Ultimate Decorating
Rib Set A (4)

UDRB-10125 Flex Firm
Ultimate Decorating
Rib Set B (4)

UDRC-10126 Flex Firm
Ultimate Decorating
Rib Set C (4)

DR1-10230 Flex Firm

DR2-10231 Flex Firm

DR3-10232 Flex Firm

DR4-10233 Flex Firm

DR5-10234 Flex Firm

DR6-10235 Flex Firm

DR7-10236 Flex Firm

DR8-10237 Flex Firm

DR9-10238 Flex Firm

DR10-10239 Flex Firm

DR11-10240 Flex Firm

DR12-10241 Flex Firm
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FLEX SOFT SETS

2.3”

3.4”

FLEX SOFT SINGLES

18

UDRAS-10127
Ultimate Decorating
Rib Set A (4)

UDRBS-10128
Ultimate Decorating
Rib Set B (4)

UDRCS-10129
Ultimate Decorating
Rib Set C (4)

DR1S-10242 Flex Soft

DR2S-10243 Flex Soft

DR3S-10244 Flex Soft

DR4S-10245 Flex Soft

DR5S-10246 Flex Soft

DR6S-10247 Flex Soft

DR7S-10248 Flex Soft

DR8S-10249 Flex Soft

DR9S-10250 Flex Soft

DR10S-10251 Flex Soft

DR11S-10252 Flex Soft

DR12S-10253 Flex Soft

xiemtoolsusa.com

MAXIMIZE YOUR CREATIVE POTENTIAL!
Xiem Ultimate Texture Combs are great for creating lines and
strips of different width to produce various 3 dimensional
texture effects on malleable surfaces including clay, thick slip,
under-glaze, engobes, paint, stucco and gel mediums. These
tools are made with silicone to ensure they last a lifetime.

FLEX FIRM A SET

Blister Packaging
2 piece set

Made of Silicone

Each comb has 4
designs
4.4” L x 2.8” W

UTCAF-10254 Ultimate Texture Comb
A Set (2) Flex Firm

FLEX FIRM B SET

FLEX SOFT A SET

FLEX SOFT B SET

UTCBF-10255 Ultimate Texture Comb
B Set (2) Flex Firm

UTCAS-10256 Ultimate Texture Comb
A Set (2) Flex Soft

UTCBS-10257 Ultimate Texture Comb
B Set (2) Flex Soft
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CONVENIENT

REUSABLE

EFFORTLESS

Twist-ties lost in clay are a thing of the past!
Clay Bag Ties come in two bright colors and slide with ease.
A 6” nylon cord with durable plastic clasp ensures an airtight
seal and hundreds of reuses.

CBT2-O 10076 Clay bag tie
set (2) Orange

CBT2-LG 10077 Clay bag tie
set (2) lime green

Take accurate measurements on curved surfaces, draw straight
lines on slopes-- the Xiem Flexible Ruler is adjustable for all
your shape-making and designing needs. With calibrations for
both inches and millimeters on either side, the Flexible Ruler is
perfect for any hand-building or wheel-throwing application
where lines are hard to measure.

Every bat needs a mate!
Xiem Batmate™ is the perfect solution for annoying bat jitter
and warping. Place Batmate™ below your problem bats on the
wheel and instantly your warped bats become stable. It is also
great for trimming bowls and plates. We at Xiem love ours,
and we guarantee you'll love your Batmate too.

BATMATE12-10091 12” Batmate (Blue)

FR16-10078 Flexible Ruler. 16” in Length

FR24-10079 Flexible Ruler . 24” in Length

BATMATE14-10093 14” Batmate (Yellow)
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POTTER’S KNIFE
The Xiem Potter's Knife is great for cutting, trimming, and
sculpting green-ware clay. Our knives are sharp, comfortable and available in blue and orange. Tempered stainless
steel ensures a lifetime of rust-free use.
TM

PK0-10096 Potter’s Knife Orange

PKB-10098 Potter’s Knife Blue

SHRED TO PERFECTION!
Whichever way you create, the X-Shred can help you finetune forms to your exact specification. With an ergonomic
handle, quick-release tempered steel blade and a compartment for shavings, it is the potter’s #1 choice for shaping
and refining clay and plaster.

REPLACEMENT BLADES

XSHRED-10101 Medium Shredder

XSHRED2B-10121 Medium
Replacement Blade

LG-XSHRED-10189 Large Shredder
LG-XSHREDRB-10190 Large Replacement Blade

TM

GET IT STRAIGHT!
X-Bevel is a clay tool that is designed for quick and
precise cutting of clay at 45, 30 and 60-degree angles. It
is a must-have hand-building tool for all potters.

X-BEVEL-10108 Bevel cutter with 30, 45, and 60 degree
cutting wire

23
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Adjustable Cutting Wire

Option: 1
Straight Cutting

SHORT, LONG, STRAIGHT OR CURLY--MAKE IT YOUR
WAY!
The Clay Cutter is a revolutionary way to cut, slice and
create clay textures to your exact need. No more painful
wire wrapping around your fingers or tangled cutting
wire sitting in your toolbox. The Clay Cutter kit has
everything you need to make your own custom cutting
wire. Each kit contains two ergonomically designed
handles, 1 flexible stainless steel cutting wire, 2 sizes of
curly stainless steel wire and 1 Allen key. Cut to size and
simply slide in the handle and tighten it to secure.
Available in red, green and blue handles.

Option: 2
Small Texture Cutting

Option: 3
Medium Texture Cutting

TCC-10120 Adjustable Clay Cutting Wire

24

Available in red, green, and blue
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Don’t break your nails, needle tools or fettling knife! Bat
Lifter is designed to effortlessly remove any sticky bats
or heavy wheel throwing work with confidence off the
wheel head. It is made of chrome plated steel for
superior strenght and rust free. The angled head is
design for maximum leverage.

XSTBL-10179 Bat Lifter

Soft rubber handle for
secure gripping and
comfort

REMOVE THE WATER BEYOND YOUR REACH!
The Xiem X-Sponge 2 is not your ordinary “sponge-ona-stick.” The stainless steel rod telescopes from a shallow
8.5” all the way to 26”, making sure you'll never leave
water in the bottom of your pots again! The X-Sponge 2
is essential to every potter's tool kit.

Stainless steel
telescopic handle
extends to 26” in length

High quality sponge
Male threaded end
for a quick sponge
replacement

XSPONGE2-10180 Sponge with Telescopic Handle

XS2RS-10181 Replacement Sponges (2)

25
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II
CURVES TO FIT YOUR NEEDS.
The potter’s wand 2 is a throwing and shaping wonder
stick. It works like an extension of your finger. It is
bendable to reach into a narrow necked wheel-thrown
form to shape pots like a professional. Whether you are
left or right handed, this Potter’s Wand will fit securely
in you hand. It is made of silicone rubber over a steel
structure with a total length of 15.25”. A must-have tool
for any potter who loves throwing.

Silicone
made to last

Designed to work well
with both left and right
handed artists.

Use this end to smooth a
deep joint where it is hard
to reach with your finger.

Extra long handle
for tall works. Perfect for a
beginer to a professional
artist.

Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen

Curve this end to fit your
desired shape.

XPW2-10182 Potter’s Wand
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MADE FOR BATS. USED FOR TRIMMING.
Xiem Studio Tools innovative peel-and-stick self-adhesive
foam trimming bat is ideal for trimming large bowls and
plates without the use of a coil to attach the piece to the
wheel head. Xiem self-adhesive foam has an excellent
adhesion to all types of wooden and plastic bats.
Once applied to the bat, its surface grips the rims of
leather hard pieces and holds them in place for trimming.
Items can be easily centered using the concentric rings.
It works great for trimming the feet of bowls and
plates. Not recommended for cylinder shapes such as
bottles, vases or jars.

Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen

XSAF-10184 Self Adhesive Foam
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PRO-SPONGE
The best alternative to elephant sponge. They are extremely
soft, super absorbent and long-lasting. Tapered edges give
you great control while you are working on the pottery
wheel or hand-building clay work. Each sponge is designed
for a specific purpose, however you can use in whatever way
is best for your needs. The stoneware sponge has medium
spores to allow sand and grog to nest in the sponge’s pores
so that they do not remove the clay surface. The porcelain
sponge has fine spores for maximum water and slip absorbency. Last but not least is the finishing sponge. Its super
smooth surface is designed for final finishing of clay work to
erase joints, finger marks and fine lines.

PSFSC-10185 Pro-Sponge for Stoneware Clay

PSFPC-10186 Pro-Sponge for Porcelain Clay

R E T R A C T A B L E
SHARP, DEPENDABLE AND FUN!
Xiem retractable scoring tool provides an ergonomic and safe
solution to scoring and storing . The 6 sharp stainless steel
tines ensure good scoring marks for any kind of clay work.
Push forward when you are ready to use and pull back when
you are done. It can be pulled apart whenever it requires to be
cleaned. Its bright color makes it easy to find and it won’t roll
off the table.

PSFSS-10187 Pro-Sponge for Finishing

XST39-10188 Retractable Scoring Tools
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CARVING TOOLS
This miniature set with double ends is great for delicate
carving and detailing of soft clay. Each tool is handcrafted from high quality stainless steel to ensure a
precise cutting edge and has a bright orange rubber
handle for a comfortable and secure grip. Fun to use
and the bright color that’s easy to find. These tools can
be sharpened.

31
PSTS4C-10080 Carving Set (4)

MODELING
CARVING TOOLS
All the right tools for your modeling and carving
needs--a fantastic addition to your Xiem Art Bag. Each
tool is made from solid, high-grade stainless steel and
handcrafted in a variety of essential shapes and
contours for intricate modeling, carving, shaping and
clay removal. The bright red rubber ensures secure
gripping and makes it fun to use and easy to find.
These tools are made to last and can be sharpened.

PSTS9MC-10081 Modeling & Carving Set (9)
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SGRAFITTO
DETAILING TOOLS
The seven most practical and versatile tools for your
sgrafitto and detailing needs. Each tool is made of solid
high-grade stainless steel and hand crafted in a variety of
popular shapes with a precise cutting edge. With a rubber
handle for a comfortable, secure grip, these tools are also
great for intricate carving, cutting, and refining of detail.

PSTS7SD-10082 Sgrafitto & Detailing Set (7)

CARVING
SCULPTING TOOLS
This set offers a wide variety of shapes for basic clay
carving and modeling. Many of these tools allow you to
refine forms to your exact needs and can be sharpened.
Each tool is double-ended and handcrafted from highquality stainless steel to ensure a precise cutting edge.
The green rubber handles are easy to find and provide a
comfortable, secure grip. Without glue or assembled
parts.

PSTS7CS-10083 Carving & Sculpting Set (7)

32
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WIRE SCULPTING
TOOLS
This set of three double wire end tools is perfect for fine
modeling, incised design and sgraffito work. Each tool is
made of fine stainless steel wire for precision cutting,
cleaning and sharp modeling of edges with confidence.
The bright orange rubber handle are easy to find and
provide a comfortable grip.

PSTS3WS-10085 Wire Sculpting Tool Set (3)

STYLUS TOOLS
Ball Stylus tools are excellent for sgraffito and embossing. Each tool is made from high-grade stainless steel
and crafted into a single robust tool with a precise ball
on each end. They are set in bright color rubber for
secure gripping and are easy to find. Made without
glued or assembled parts, these tools are designed to
last. They are also great for creating surface textures,
marking, tracing, transferring patterns, writing and
incising on green-ware. Length: 6.5”

NEEDLE
SCORING TOOL
Two tools in one! Each tool is made from high-grade
stainless steel and hand-forged to create a solid tool
with a sharp needle on one end and a scoring tool on
the other. Set in bright color rubber for a comfortable,
secure grip, they are fun to use, easy to find and won’t
roll off the table. They are also great for cutting,
scoring, removing clay and all your hand-building
needs. Since there are no glued or assembled parts,
these tools are made to last. Length: 7”

XST01-10133 Ball Size: 1.0mm and 1.5mm

XST02-10134 Ball Size: 1.5mm and 2.0mm

XST03-10135 Ball Size: 2.5mm and 3.0mm

XST26-10192 Ball Size: 3.5mm and 4.0mm

XST04-10136 Needle and Scoring tool
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FETTLING KNIFE
SCORING TOOL
Two tools in one! Each tool is made from high-grade
stainless steel and hand-forged to create a solid tool with
a fettling knife on one end and a scoring tool on other.
Set in bright color rubber for comfort and secure
gripping, they are fun to use, easy to find and won’t roll
off the table. They are great for cutting, removing mold
marks, scoring and all of your hand-building needs. Since
they have no glued or assembled parts they are made to
last and can be sharpened.
Length: 7”

XST05-10137 Fettling Knife and Scoring Tool

CLEAN-UP TOOLS
Xiem clean-up tools are great for many intricate clean-up jobs

XST06-10138 Clean-Up Tool

on slip-cast greenware seam lines and mold marks. They are
also excellent for many other uses such as cutting, detailing,
shaping, scraping, deepening grooves and removing imperfections. Each tool is made of high-grade stainless steel and has a
rubber handle for firm gripping and comfort.

Length: 7”

XST07-10139 Clean-Up Tool

XST08-10140 Clean-Up Tool

SCORING
JOINTSMOOTHING TOOL
Two tools in one! Each tool is made from high-grade
stainless steel and hand-forged to create a scoring tool
on one end and a joint-smoothing tool on the other end.
Set in bright-colored rubber for comfort and secure
gripping, they are fun to use, easy to find and won’t roll
off the table. They are great for cutting, scoring, removing mold marks, carving, smoothing joints and all of your
hand-building needs. Since they have no glued or
assembled parts, they are made for life.
Length: 7”
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XST09-10141 Scoring and Joint-Smoothing Tool
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SERRATED SCRAPER
This double-end tool has fine serrated teeth on one end
and coarse teeth on the other. It is made from highgrade stainless steel and is hand-forged to create a solid
unbreakable tool. Set in bright-colored rubber for
comfort and secure gripping, it is fun to use, easy to find
and won’t roll off the table. It is great for cutting, slicing,
scoring, scraping, texturing, refining, shaping and removing clay. Length: 6.4”

XST10-10142 Serrated Scrapper

SERRATED KNIFE
HOOK TOOL
This double-end tool has a hook with fine teeth on one
end and a knife with medium fine teeth on the other
end. It is made from high-grade stainless steel and
hand-forged to turn into a solid unbreakable tool. Set in
bright-colored rubber for comfort and secure gripping,
it is fun to use, easy to find and won’t roll off the table. It
is great for cutting, slicing, scoring, scraping, texturing,
refining, shaping and removing clay.
Length: 7”

XST11-10143 Serrated Knife and Hook

GRIFFON HOOK TOOLS
This double-end tool has two sizes of hooks with flat
sharp and serrated teeth at each end to provide a maximum clay removal and even surface at the same time.
This revolutionary teeth design allows you to cut half the
time to finish your work. It is made from high-grade
stainless steel and hand-forged to create a one-piece tool.
Now available in three hooks, length and teeth sizes. Set
in bright-colored rubber for comfort and secure gripping,
it is fun to use and easy to find. It is also great for texturing, refining and shaping clay with greater control and
time saving.

XST12-10144 Griffon Hook (S) Fine Teeth. Length 6.3”

XST13-10145 Griffon Hook (M) Medium Teeth. Length 8”

XST24-10223 Griffon Hook (L) Coarse Teeth Length 9.5”

SHARP FLAT TEETH PROVIDES A LARGER CUT AND
EVENS THE CLAY SURFACE FASTER. AND SAVES
MORE TIME THAN TRADITION POINTED TEETH.

OUR FLAT TEETH DESIGN
STRAIGHT VIEW

CROSS
SECTION

CROSS
TRADITIONAL TEETH DESIGN SECTION
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NEEDLE TOOL
FOR FINE CLAY BODY (PORCELAIN)

This fine needle tool is designed for potters who need a
sharp, smooth, clean, delicate cut to remove the uneven
top rim of a fine porcelain piece on the potter’s wheel.
Made from surgical stainless steel to ensure sharpness,
they are strong and long lasting. The facetted handle is
set in rubber for a comfortable and secure grip and will
not roll off the table.

XST14-10146 Needle Tool for Porcelain. 6.2” In Lenght.
W
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White

Orange

Red

Purple

Blue

Green

Available in 6 colors

NEEDLE TOOL
FOR COARSE CLAY BODY (STONEWARE)

This robust needle tool is designed for potters who need
to remove a thick uneven rim of a coarse clay body on
the pottery wheel. Each tool is made from a solid piece
of surgical stainless steel to ensure sharpness and quality
for life. The sharp point needle allows cutting through
thick clay quickly and smoothly. The broader base of the
needle helps to separate and split clay away with ease,
avoids bending and breaking. The facetted handle with
inset rubber for comfort and secure gripping won’t roll
off the table.

XST15-10147 Needle Tool for Stoneware. 6.2” in Lenght.
Y

O

R

P

B

G

Yellow

Orange

Red

Purple

Blue

Green

Available in 6 colors

MINI FETTLING KNIFE
SMOOTHING TOOL
Mini Fettling Knife is an excellent tool for intricate
cutting, carving, removing and smoothing clay. It is made
of high-grade stainless steel and set in rubber handle for
comfort and secure gripping.

XST20-10148 Mini Fettling Knife and Smoothing Tool.
Length 6”

MODELING
SCULPTING TOOL
Modeling and sculpting tool is designed for fine
detail work on a variety of materials such as clay,
polymer and wax. It also works great for texturing
clay. It is made of high-grade stainless steel and set
in rubber handle for comfort and secure gripping.

XST23-10149 Modeling and Sculpting Tool. Length 7”

MODELING
CLEAN-UP TOOL
It is great for many uses such as cutting, detailing, shaping,
scraping, deepening grooves and removing imperfections.

Length: 6”
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XST25-101269 Clean-Up Tool. Length 6”
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MINI RIBBON
SCULPTING TOOLS
Xiem mini ribbon sculpting tools are excellent for sculpting,
carving, trimming, texturing and detailing for a variety of
materials such as water based clay, wax, plaster and polymer
clay. The ribbon blades are made of fine tempered steel for
maximum strength. The handles are made of aluminum and
soft neonrubber for maximum comfort and that’s also easy
to find.
Available in 3 piece sets (A, B, C) and 9 piece set (D).

MRS3A-10289
Mini Ribbon Sculpting
Tool Set A

MRS3B-10290
Mini Ribbon Sculpting
Tool Set B

MRS9D-10292 Mini Ribbon
Sculpting Tool Set (9) D

Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen

MRS3C-10291
Mini Ribbon Sculpting
Tool Set C
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Artist: Mar y Oligny
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A tool that writes and decorates like no other! Xiem's
Precision Applicator is a true innovation for glazing,
slip-trailing, fine detailing, writing, wax-resisting, painting
and any other liquid decorating technique you can dream
up! Our system consists of a super-soft rubber applicator
bulb, nickel-plated connector and your choice of 8 interchangeable tips. It's lightweight, easy to use and clean,
plus our precision tip and connector system ensures that
air pressure is regulated evenly and effortlessly. Precision
Applicators are available in 1oz. and 3 oz sizes. Each set
comes with a connector and bulb, plus 4 tips (15,17,19
and 21 gauge for the 1 oz; 14, 16, 18 and 20 gauge for the
3 oz.) and 2 cleaning pins.

GAUGE

21,

19,

17

PAS1OZ-10064 Precision Applicator 1oz Set

REPLACMENT TIPS
PAT14G- 10068 Set(5) Green

PAT15G- 10069 Set(5) Orange

PAT16G-10070 Set(5) Purple

PAS30Z-10063 Precision Applicator 3oz Set

REPLACMENT PARTS
PAT17G-10071 Set(5) White

PAT18G- 10072 Set(5) Pink

PAT19G-10073 Set(5) Brown

PAT20G-10074 Set(5) Yellow

PAT21G-10075 Set(5) Leaf green

PA3OZ-10065
3 oz Bulb

PA1OZ-10066
1 oz Bulb

PAESA-10124 PACS-10067
Easy Suction Connector
Adapter
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Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen
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CUSTOMIZABLE

APPLICATOR
Applicator Bottle with customizable tip allows you the
freedom to create complex designs in a variety of line widths
and thicknesses. The very soft, low-density, clear plastic
bottle is ideal for highly controlled applications. It comes
with 3 removable and writable clear water-resistant labels
and an airtight cap lock to store liquid media without the
hassle of clean up after use. The customizable tip can be cut
to 7 different sizes. The low-pressure-cap connector
provides a consistent and effortless flow and works well with
Xiem precision gauge tips for precise application.

CABS1-10306 1oz Bottle with
20 Gauge Customizable Tip

CABS2-10307 2oz Bottle with
18 Gauge Customizable Tip

CABS4-10308 4oz Bottle with
16 Gauge Customizable Tip

CABS8-10309 8oz Bottle with
14 Gauge Customizable Tip

It’s perfect for glazes, underglazes, slip, wax resist, inks,
watercolors, paints, silk dyes, henna, water-based adhesives,
and other liquid media. Available in 1 oz, 2 oz, 4 oz, and 8 oz
bottle sets, and a kit which includes all bottle and tip sizes.

REPLACMENT PARTS

CAT14G- 10311 Set(5) Salmon
CCB1- 10315 Cap
connector for 1oz bottle
CAT16G- 10312 Set(5) Charcoal

CCB1B5- 10316 Cap
connector for 1oz bottle
bulk (5 caps)

CAT18G- 10313 Set(5) Green
CCB2- 10317 Cap
connector for 2oz bottle
CAT20G- 10314 Set(5) Pink

CABK-10310 Applicator Kit With Costomizable Tips (36pieces)

CCB2B5- 10318 Cap
connector for 2oz bottle
bulk (5 caps)

CLA- 10321 Set(5) Cap Lock
Natural
CCB4- 10319 Cap
connector for 4oz & 8oz
Bottle
PATC- 10322Applicator Tip
Cap Set(5) Natural

CCB4B5- 10320 Cap
connector 4oz & 8oz
bulk (5 caps)

RB8S5-10323
Replacement
bottle 8oz (4)

RB4S5-10324 RB2S5-10325 RB1S5-10326
Replacement Replacement Replacement
bottle 4oz (5) bottle 2oz (5) bottle 1oz (5)
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Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen
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PORTABLE WEDGING
WORKING BOARD
FOR HOME STUDIO, CLASS ROOM, AND ON THE GO
The Wedging & Working Board is great for working with clay
anywhere you want to take it. Made in the USA with
sustainably-harvested American red oak hardwood plywood.
It features a galvanized steel handle for easy portability, a
non-skid rubber base to stabilize your wedging and working
surface, and a tough canvas surface that will give you the
maximum absorbency when working with clay. We guarantee you will love it.

FRONT

24” x 24”
24” x 30”

BACK
XBOARD-S 10088 Portable Wedging & Working board
18”X24”
XBOARD-M 10089 Portable Wedging & Working board
24”x24”
XBOARD-L 10090 Portable Wedging & Working board
24”x30”

Artist: Kevin X. Nguyen

18” x 24”
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Glaze Brush

German Birch
Wood

Xiem Short Cut brush delivers an excellent controlled
stroke flow for an even application of ceramic glazes,
underglazes, engobes, and slips. It’s also great for liquid
inks and watercolor washes on canvas or paper. Hand
crafted of superior soft quality goat tail hair and German
Birch wood. Short cut handle is easy to hold and fits in
any toolbox or bag. Available in 4 sizes (.5”, .75”, 1”, and 2”).

HandCrafted
High Quality
Stainless Steel
Furule

High Quality Goat Tail Hair for
Maximum Glaze Absorbency

ALSS1L-10296 Attachable Letters
Stamp Set 36pcs Lower Case

GB05-10284
Glaze Brush
Short Cut

GB075-10285
Glaze Brush
Short Cut

GB1-10286
Glaze Brush
Short Cut

ATTACHABLE LETTERS

GB2-10287
Glaze Brush
Short Cut

ALSS1U-10297 Attachable Letters
Stamp Set 36pcs Upper Case

STAMP LETTER & NUMBER SET
Xiem attachable letters are easy to snap together to
form words or phrases--never worry about lining letters
up again. Words or phrases can be aligned horizontally
or vertically. Great with ink, paint, clay, and underglazes.

ALSS1N-10298 Attachable Number
Stamp Set (12pcs)

ALSS1XU-10299 Attachable Letters
Stamp Set (12pcs) Upper Case

ALSS1XL-10300 Attachable Letters
Stamp Set (12pcs) Lower Case
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GET ORGANIZED!
The Xiem Art Bag is designed for potters, artists and students
who need an easy-access, efficient and breathable solution to
ceramic tool storage. Built around a robust metal frame, the
thick canvas bag features 2 large compartments, 16 holsters,
and 17 pockets of various sizes - ideal for brushes, hand tools
and any other personal items you want to keep handy with
you. Two burly straps on each side keep larger tools from
falling out, plus the canvas-reinforced plastic bottom won't
let anything sharp poke through. We guarantee you will love
it too.

Packaged flat

25 lbs maximum weight capacity. Size: 16”x9”x12”

XAB-10099 Xiem Art Bag

Side View
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DISTRIBUTION
Please contact us by email at orders@xiemtoolsusa.com or
call us at 626.460.3380 for more information.

ORDERING
You may order Xiem Tools USA by phone, fax, email or online.
We are more than happy to take phone orders, but for accuracy, fax, email and online orders are preferred.
Email: orders@xiemtoolsusa Web: www.xiemtoolsusa.com
Phone: 626.460.3380 Fax: 626.737.5982

PAYMENT
Visa or Master Card payment is required for an initial order.
Re-orders can be paid by credit cards or check. NET 30
accounts must be paid by checks. A 3% service fee will be
charged for credit card payments. A 1.5% finance monthly
charge on past due accounts. Distributors, retailers and public
schools may apply for NET30 credit by requesting a credit
application through orders@xiemtoolsusa.com.
No orders will be shipped without prior credit or payment
arrangements.

SHIPPING

“When you know better
you will do better”
Maya Angelou

ALL OF US
AT XIEM,
WE THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
BUSINESS.

Monday-Friday from 9 am-5 pm. FOB Garden Grove, California.
Shipping cost may vary depending on your selected shipping
carrier and destination. Xiem ships via UPS, USPS or common
freight carrier, depending on the size of each order.

Graphic designer: Kevin X. Nguyen

PRICES

Any reproduction, transmission or
dissemination of the material contained
herein is strictly prohibited. If you have any
questions or suggestions, call us at
626.460.3380. Visit our website for up-to-date
pricing and new products.

All prices are subject to change without notice. Orders are
filled and invoiced at current pricing. Please visit our website
xiemtoolsusa.com for new products, up-to-date prices and
relevant information.

Photographer: Jason Ware
Artist Work: Kevin X. Nguyen
Beverly Archer and Mary Oligny

BACK ORDERS
We strive to avoid back orders. However, when it is not
possible to ship an order complete, Xiem Tools will pre-paid
shipping charges on back ordered items.

RETURNS
Product returns will only be accepted for shipping damaged,
defective merchandise or shipping errors on our part. Credit
will be issued on merchandise returned with proper authorization only. Merchandise returned for any other reason must be
returned within 30 days and must be in the original packaging.
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Xiem Tools USA
7211 Garden Grove Blvd.
Suite B
Garden Grove, CA 92841
Tel.: 626-460-3380
Fax: 626.557.1734

Copyright 2015.
All Right Reserved.

No matter where and when you started,
Xiem Tools will take you to the next level
of excellent!

CONTACT US TODAY!
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Made it happen with ink, clay, or under-glazes

NEW

See page 44

ATTACHABLE LETTERS & NUMBERS

Authorized distributor lable here
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